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QUESTION 1

You are tasked with developing an application that requires the use of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) 

APIs to POST messages to a stream in the OCI Streaming service. 

Which statement is incorrect? 

A. The request must include an authorization signing string including (but not limited to) x-contentsha256, content-type,
and content-length headers. 

B. The Content-Type header must be Set to application/j son 

C. An HTTP 401 will be returned if the client\\'s clock is skewed more than 5 minutes from the server\\'s. 

D. The request does not require an Authorization header. 

Correct Answer: A 

Emits messages to a stream. There\\'s no limit to the number of messages in a request, but the total size of a message
or request must be 1 MiB or less. The service calculates the partition ID from the message key and stores messages
that share a key on the same partition. If a message does not contain a key or if the key is null, the service generates a
message key for you. The partition ID cannot be passed as a parameter. POST /20180418/streams//messages Host:
streaming-api.us-phoenix-1.oraclecloud.com { "messages": { { "key": null, "value":
"VGhlIHF1aWNrIGJyb3duIGZveCBqdW1wZWQgb3ZlciB0aGUgbGF6eSBkb2cu" }, { "key": null, "value":
"UGFjayBteSBib3ggd2l0aCBmaXZlIGRvemVuIGxpcXVvciBqdWdzLg==" } } } https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-
us/iaas/api/#/en/streaming/20180418/Message/PutMessages 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) API Gateway must authenticate the API requests to their web
application. The authentication process must be implemented using a custom scheme which accepts string parameters
from the API caller. Which method can the developer use In this scenario? 

A. Create an authorizer function using request header authorization. 

B. Create an authorizer function using token-based authorization. 

C. Create a cross account functions authorizer. 

D. Create an authorizer function using OCI Identity and Access Management based authentication 

Correct Answer: B 

Having deployed the authorizer function, you enable authentication and authorization for an API deployment by
including two different kinds of request policy in the API deployment specification: An authentication request policy for
the entire API deployment that specifies:The OCID of the authorizer function that you deployed to Oracle Functions that
will perform authentication and authorization.The request attributes to pass to the authorizer function.Whether
unauthenticated callers can access routes in the API deployment. An authorization request policy for each route that
specifies the operations a caller is allowed to perform, based on the caller\\'s access scopes as returned by the
authorizer function. Using the Console to Add Authentication and Authorization Request Policies To add authentication
and authorization request policies to an API deployment specification using the Console: Create or update an API
deployment using the Console, select the From Scratch option, and enter details on the Basic Information page. For
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more information, see Deploying an API on an API Gateway by Creating an API Deployment and Updating API
Gateways and API Deployments. In the API Request Policies section of the Basic Information page, click the Add button
beside Authentication and specify: Application in : The name of the application in Oracle Functions that contains the
authorizer function. You can select an application from a different compartment. Function Name: The name of the
authorizer function in Oracle Functions. Authentication Token: Whether the access token is contained in a request
header or a query parameter. Authentication Token Value: Depending on whether the access token is contained in a
request header or a query parameter, specify: 

Header Name: If the access token is contained in a request header, enter the name of the header. Parameter Name: If
the access token is contained in a query parameter, enter the name of the query parameter.
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/APIGateway/Tasks/apigatewayaddingauthzauthn.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a serverless application with Oracle Functions and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object Storage- Your
function needs to read a JSON file object from an Object Storage bucket named "inputbucket" in compartment "qa-
compartment". Your corporate security standards mandate the use of Resource Principals for this use case. Which two
statements are needed to implement this use case? 

A. Set up a policy with the following statement to grant read access to the bucket:allow dynamic-group read-file-dg to
read objects in compartment qa-compartment where target .bucket .name=\\' input-bucket * 

B. Set up the following dynamic group for your function\\'s OCID: Name: read-file-dg Rule: resource.id =
`ocid1.fnfunc.oc1.phx.aaaaaaaakeaobctakezjz5i4ujj7g25q7sx5mvr55pms6f4da\\' 

C. Set up a policy to grant all functions read access to the bucket:allow all functions in compartment qacompartment to
read objects in target.bucket.name=\\'input-bucket\\' 

D. Set up a policy to grant your user account read access to the bucket:allow user XYZ to read objects in compartment
qa-compartment where target .bucket, name-\\'input-bucket\\' 

E. No policies are needed. By default, every function has read access to Object Storage buckets in the tenancy 

Correct Answer: AB 

When a function you\\'ve deployed to Oracle Functions is running, it can access other Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
resources. For example: 

-

 You might want a function to get a list of VCNs from the Networking service. 

-

 You might want a function to read data from an Object Storage bucket, perform some operation on the 

data, and then write the modified data back to the Object Storage bucket. To enable a function to access another Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure resource, you have to include the function in a dynamic group, and then create a policy to grant the
dynamic group access to that resource. https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-
us/iaas/Content/Functions/Tasks/functionsaccessingociresources.htm 

 

QUESTION 4
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In the sample Kubernetes manifest file below, what annotations should you add to create a private load balancer In
oracle Cloud infrastructure Container Engine for Kubermetes? 

A. service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-private:"true" 

B. service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-private: "true" service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-subnet1:
"ocid1.subnet.oc1..aaaaa....vdfw" 

C. service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-internal: "true" 

D. service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-internal: "true" service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-subnet1:
"ocid1.subnet.oc1..aaaaa....vdfw" 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/ContEng/Tasks/contengcreatingloadbalancer.htm?
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TocPath=Services%7CExample%2 0Network%20Resource%20Configuration%7CUpgrading%20the%
20Version%20of%20Kubernetes%2 0Running%20on%20a%20Master%20Node%7C_____2 Creating Internal Load
Balancers in Public and Private Subnets You can create Oracle Cloud Infrastructure load balancers to control access to
services running on a cluster: When you create a \\'custom\\' cluster, you select an existing VCN that contains the
network resources to be used by the new cluster. If you want to use load balancers to control traffic into the VCN, you
select existing public or private subnets in that VCN to host the load balancers. When you create a \\'quick cluster\\', the
VCN that\\'s automatically created contains a public regional subnet to host a load balancer. If you want to host load
balancers in private subnets, you can add private subnets to the VCN later. 

Alternatively, you can create an internal load balancer service in a cluster to enable other programs running in the same
VCN as the cluster to access services in the cluster. You can host internal load balancers in public subnets and private
subnets. To create an internal load balancer hosted on a public subnet, add the following annotation in the metadata
section of the manifest file: service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-internal: "true" To create an internal load
balancer hosted on a private subnet, add both following annotations in the metadata section of the manifest file:
service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancer-internal: "true" service.beta.kubernetes.io/oci-load-balancersubnet1:
"ocid1.subnet.oc1..aaaaaa....vdfw" where ocid1.subnet.oc1..aaaaaa....vdfw is the OCID of the private subnet. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true for serverless computing and serverless architectures? 

A. Long running tasks are perfectly suited for serverless 

B. Serverless function state should never be stored externally 

C. Application DevOps team is responsible for scaling 

D. Serverless function execution is fully managed by a third party 

E. Applications running on a FaaS (Functions as a Service) platform 

Correct Answer: BE 

Oracle Functions is a fully managed, multi-tenant, highly scalable, on-demand, Functions-as-a- Service platform. It is
built on enterprise-grade Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and powered by the Fn Project open source engine. Use Oracle
Functions (sometimes abbreviated to just Functions) when you want to focus on writing code to meet business needs.
The serverless and elastic architecture of Oracle Functions means there\\'s no infrastructure administration or software
administration for you to perform. You don\\'t provision or maintain compute instances, and operating system software
patches and upgrades are applied automatically. Oracle Functions simply ensures your app is highly-available, scalable,
secure, and monitored Applications built with a serverless infrastructure will scale automatically as the user base grows
or usage increases. If a function needs to be run in multiple instances, the vendor\\'s servers will start up, run, and end
them as they are needed. Oracle Functions is based on Fn Project. Fn Project is an open source, container native,
serverless platform that can be run anywhere - any cloud or on-premises. Serverless architectures are not built for long-
running processes. This limits the kinds of applications that can cost-effectively run in a serverless architecture.
Because serverless providers charge for the amount of time code is running, it may cost more to run an application with
long-running processes in a serverless infrastructure compared to a traditional one. 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Functions/Concepts/functionsconcepts.htm
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/serverless/why-use-serverless/ 
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